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EURICSE Exploitation Plan :
What has been the impact of the project on education systems for each partner?
The process of developing the European framework for the Ariadne project has helped us
view our training offers in a new perspective. It has offered us the opportunity to analyze
what we are currently doing and consider how our courses can be improved to include the
topics and competences raised during the Ariadne project and how we can best implement
new courses. It has enabled us to formalize a method for planning training courses based on
the actual needs of the participants and social economy within the country.
Which institutions / organizations (other than partners) expressed a strong interest in the
use of the results?
The trainers involved in the second focus group (from: SDA Bocconi, Consorzio CGM,
Confcooperative Treviso, Confini Online s.r.l., Iccrea BancaImpresa, Cooperativa Polidoro,
Consorzio Copernico, CSV Trento, Confcooperative Campania, Cooperativa Alpi) were very
interested in seeing the final results of the project and all mentioned that the 8 variables and
general training framework could help them to ensure they are meeting the training needs
of their participants. The practitioners found the competence model useful in having a
general overview of competences in order to do a self evaluation of what they have and
what they need to develop.
We are also involved in another European project funded by the Leonardo (EUCoopCampus)
and are using the results from the Ariadne project as part of the foundation on which the
work is being conducted.
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How many people / target group will benefit from the project results during the year
following the end of the project in each partner country? Explain how you calculate /
estimate this figure.
In 2011 over 150 students, researchers and practitioners enrolled in our training courses, in
which over 40 scholars and experts conduct lessons and classwork. Over 200 organizations
have been engaged in hosting site visits, internships, and providing data for case studies. We
will implement the Ariadne methodology and tools with these participants and partners.
Please describe how the partners (if they want) will continue the project after the end of
the ARIADNE grant. If, yes, what resources do you intend to use for their sustainability?
We will continue to use the Ariadne results in development and planning of our training
initiatives and in future related European projects. Ariadne is based on managers in the
social economy and we plan to also use the results specifically for managers in the
cooperative sector in Italy and Europe.
We are planning a seminar to be held at Euricse to share the results of the project with our
staff, researchers, collaborators, training partners, and other Italian training institutions. We
will use the poster and brochure from the project in related events and seminars in which
Euricse participates.
Detail what the outcome will be marketed and any other result will free law
The project results offer a way for us to develop training opportunities for small and medium
enterprises that usually are unable to access training courses because the tools help to
better understand their needs and develop courses tailored to them. The results will also be
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used in planning further developments in our existing and future training offer. We do not
have any plans to specifically market or sell courses based on the Ariadne project.

Ce projet a été financé avec le soutien de la Commission européenne.
Cette publication [communication] n'engage que son auteur et la
Commission n'est pas responsable de l'usage qui pourrait être fait des
informations qui y sont contenues.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission.
This publication [communication] reflects the views only of the author, and
the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made
of the information contained therein.
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